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Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 211,422, dated January 14, 1879; application filed

February 1, 1878.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I LANSING ONDERDONK,
of the city of New Brunswick, in the county
of Middlesex and State of New Jersey, have

invented new and useful Improvements in
Gathering and Plaiting Attachments for Sew
ing-Machines, of which the following is a
specification, reference being had to the ac

companying drawings. .
- My invention consists of improvements on
a plaiting and gathering attachment for sew
ing-machines for which Letters Patent of the
United States were granted me, numbered
192,183, and bearing date June 19, 1877.
In order that the said improvements and

their relation to the original invention may be
readily understood, it has been found neces
sary to reproduce in the drawings accompa
inying the specification the device set forthin
the Letters Patent aforesaid, omitting, how
ever, the parts for which substitutes are pro
posed, and inserting the substitutes in lieu
thereof. As far as practicable, the lettering
in the drawings forming part of this specifi
cation conforms to the lettering in my original

Letters Patent.
The letter a in all cases represents a rivet
hole; the letters a ac, a screw-hole.
Figure 1 represents an elevation of my in
Vention as improved and as viewed from the
left of the roperator. Fig. 2 represents a de
tached view of an improved device for moving
the shifting-plate and changing the motion of
the cog-wheel in order to reciprocate the
slides. Fig. 3 represents an elevation-of my
invention as improved, viewed from the right
hand of the operator. Fig. 4 represents a de
tached view of an improved presser-foot to
take the place of that described in my former
patent. Fig.5represents a detached view of the
improved lever attached to said presser-foot;
and Figs. 6, 6, 7, and 7 represent detached
views of modifications of said lever. Fig. S
represents a detached view of the loop by which
the lever is connected to the needle-bar. Fig.
S. represents a detached sectional view of the

ing said cog-wheel. Fig. 10 represents a de
tached view of the shifting-plate and the latch
by which it is fastened to the carrier or disk
of the cog-wheel to enable the device to be
employed as a gatherer. Fig. 11 represents a
detached view of the cog-wheel. Fig. 12
represents a detached view of the shifting
plate with its latch removed. Fig. 13 repre
'sents a detached view of the latch. Fig. 14
represents a detached view of the slide. Figs.
15, 16, 17, and 18 represent detached views
of attachments to the slide to prevent said
slides approaching the needle beyond a cer
tain point. Fig. 19 represents a partial view
'of the slide, showing the slot for the reception
of the attachment represented in Fig. 17. Fig.
20 represents a detached view of an attach
ment which forms part of the slide; and Fig.
21 represents a detached view of still another
attachment forming part of said slide.
Letter A, Figs. 3 and 4, represents the
presser-foot of a sewing-machine, as commonly
used, with the new extensions a, a, and a',
and altered from my former device to meet the
requirements of the changes in lever B. The
form of these extensions may be indefinitely

varied by any mechanic, so long as they full
fill the conditions intended, and, thus changed,
will answer the purpose equally with those
given; and I claim as equivalents any such
changes if they embody the following essen
tial features.
The purpose of the extension a, Fig. 14, is
to give a bearing to the rock-shaft C and a
fulcrum to lever B; that of extension a is to
provide a bearing for the other end of rock
shaft C. It may be thickened on the face to
ward the cog-wheel D, as shown in Figs. 3 and
4, so that that wheel bears against it; or
washers may be inserted between the Wheel
and the face of the extension, the object being
to prevent any lateral motion of the rock
shaft, and thus retain the cog-wheel fairly on
the rack. The interval between extensions a
and a' should not be less, and should not be
much greater, than the width of the presser

foot, so as to afford room for the needle-bar
between the lever B and the slides, as shown
in Fig. 3. The part a' is adapted to sustain
Fig. 9 represents a detached view of the car the slides and permit their proper reciprocat
rier or disk upon which the cog-wheel is ing motion.

cog-wheel which gives motion to the slides,
the devices forming part of the same, and the
rock-shaft by which said cog-wheel is oscillated.

mounted, and the dogs for engaging and mov.

The lever B, Figs. 1 and 5, consists of a
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piece of metal, or other suitable material, bent
at an angle, as shown. A loop, Fig. 8, is at
tached to the horizontal arm of the lever by a
rivet, ac, Fig. 5. Through the loop the needle
set-screw passes, thus connecting said loop to
the needle-bar, and compelling the horizontal
arm of the lever to partake of the motion.
The perpendicular arm of lever B, Fig. 5, is
pierced at its upper end with a hole, a ac,
through which a screw passes into the exten
sion a of the presser-foot (a, Fig. 4) at a, and

modify the length of the slot formed as afore

said, and consequently the throw of the rock
shaft. The cog-wheel D partakes of the mo
tion of the rock-shaft, as heretofore. Therefore,
the greater the throw of that shaft the greater

will be the oscillation of the wheel and conse

quent motion of the slides at each rise andfall
Figs. 6 and 6 show a substitute for lever
B and B. The loop at is attached to the nee
dle-bar and to lever B, as before. The extrem
of the needle.

on this screw said lever moves as its fulcrum. ity most distant from the loop is bent down

Immediately below the screw-hole a ac, Fig. 5, ward instead of upward, as in Fig. 5. It is

the perpendicular arm of lever B receives a
bend outward and then downward, as shown
in Fig. 5, so as to clear the rock-shaft C. The
method of combination will more fully appear
in Fig. 3, where the parts may be seen in op
erative position.
By a rivet at the angle of lever B a piece of
metal, B, Fig. 5, is attached, working on said
rivet as a hinge. This has the form of a

lengthened hook, as shown. The extremity of
B most distant from the rivet aforesaid is
bent inward at a right angle, and pierced with
a thumb-screw, B, which serves to diminish,
at pleasure, the aperture within the hook. A
slot may be made in the circular portion of
B', and a spring, B', attached to lever B, as
shown in Fig. 3. Until B' is badly worn the
friction caused by the closeness of the rivet
will be sufficient to retain B in position; but
should B' become loose, then the spring B°
would remedy the defect.
The piece B may be moved upward on the
rivet aforesaid as a center, so as to be parallel
with the perpendicular portion of leverB at any

time after said lever moves backward. This at
once disconnects the rest of the device. The
lever B continues to move with the needle

bar; but the motion goes no farther, and the
Sewing-machine may be used for plain sew
ing, as though the device were not attached.
But upon turning B' downward in line more
or less straight with the arrin of lever B,
to which the loop at is attached, B' hooks
around the end of rock-shaft C, as shown
in Fig. 3, and, together with the heel of the
angle of lever B, incloses the end of said shaft
in an almost complete slot. Then the heel of
the angle of lever B forces the end of rock
shaft C in one direction as the needle-bar
moves downward, and the end of the screw B°
moves it in the other direction as the needle
bar moves upward, and a rocking motion is
imparted to the shaft. Thus, by inclosing the
end of the rock-shaft in the hook B, Fig. 5,

the attachment is thrown into action, and
gathers or plaits, while by raising the hook
B so as to release the end of the rock-shaft,
the attachment ceases to operate, and the sew
ing-machine does plain Sewing; and thus, by
raising and lowering B' alternately, a group
of plates may be made to alternate With a

space of plain sewing, or what is known as
“cluster-plaiting.”

The function of said thumb-screw B is to

secured by a screw through hole at a to the
hole a in the extension a of the presser-foot,
Fig. 4. The jaws seize the end of rock-shaft.
C; consequently the angular part of the lever
through which the screw passes must be bent
inward, so that there may be room for the
crank of the rock-shaft between the jaws and
the extension of the presser-foot. This substi
tute is provided with attachments B and B',
Figs. 6 and 6., of the shape, and connected
with rivets, as shown. Fig. 6 shows the de
vice ready for operation. The longer arm, B',
is raised from the position shown in Fig. 6
until it assumes the position shown in Fig. 6.
B is then moved downward from the position
shown in Fig. 6 to that shown in Fig. 6.
Thus B is locked, and, together with the ex
tremity of lever B most distant from the loop
al, forms a fork, inclosing the extremity e,
Fig. 3, of rock-shaft C, forcing it to assume
the motion of the lever, and setting the entire
plaiter in motion. Upon raising B and de
pressing B to the positions shown in Fig. 6,
the rock-shaft is released, ceases to move, and
the sewing-machine is in condition to do ordi
nary sewing.
Figs. 7 and 7 represent another modifica
tion of lever B. The loop may be dispensed
with by forming that end of lever B into a fork
or open slot, as shown in Fig. 7, which em
braces the needle set-screw.
When the form shown by Fig. 7 is used,
that end of the rock-shaft seen at e, Fig. 3, is
provided with a slot, in which the extremity 5

is inserted, and thus motion is communicated
to the shaft. It may be uncoupled from the
rock-shaft in substantially the same manner

as Fig. 6, as fully appears from Figs. 7 and 7.
The rock-shaft is identical with that in my
former patent. It receives from the lever B a
motion of oscillation, and communicates it to
the wheel D, as shown by Figs. 1 and 3.
The rock-shaft terminates at the end beyond
wheel D with a screw, as shown at s, Fig. 9,
and a square shoulder. (Shown at 8, Fig. S.)
After the rock-shaft is inserted through its
bearings in the extensions of the presser-foot,
as in Fig. 4, the cog-wheel D is placed on, as
shown in Fig. 8, and turns freely on it.
The device shown in Fig.9, which is pierced
through its center with a square hole to corre-spond with the square on the rock-shaft, is
then driven on to the position as shown in B,
Fig. 8, which is a section of Fig. 9.
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The extension of B (shown only in Fig. 8) my former patent. But the motion of the
bushes the hole in the center of the cog-wheel, shifting-plate is arrested in a different and in
Fig. 11, so as to isolate it from the rock-shaft. the following manner: Upon the combined
On that bushing, however, the cog-wheel, slides El and F, and after they are joined to
were it not for the dogs iii, Fig. 9, would be gether, a piece of metal having the form of E,
free to revolve. The dogs ii, their pins d, and consisting of a slide or clasp having a stop
spring d are identical with those shown in my pling-blade, and which I denominate an ad
former application; but the position of the justable stop,” is slipped on and secured by a
plate B and its attachments, in reference to thumb-screw, E, Fig. 1, at such a point that,
the slides, is changed. Now when in combi when the cog-wheel D, in its passage over the
nation with said slides, (as in Fig. 1) the dogs rack or slide F, has engaged the last tooth. Or
point upward toward the slides, instead of pin e' toward the curved ends of the slides
downward and away from them, as heretofore. El and F, then the pin a in the shifting
This is to give room for the pinb', Fig.9, which plate, Figs. 1 and 10, will strike the free end
is new, the function of which will be herein of stop E'. The motion of the shifting-plate
after described.
is then arrested and the position of the pins
The shifting-plate, Figs. 10 and 12, is then d d/ are changed. The dogs and cog-wheel .
placed on plate B, as shown in Fig. Si, and follow, and the motion of the slides is reversed.
In the adjustable stop E the blade part may
the whole secured by a screw-nut, as shown.
In the shifting-plate several changes have be hinged to the part embracing the slides E
been made. The positions of the slots gg, and F on a pivot, as shown in Fig. 2. Then
Fig. 12, have been changed to correspond with if at any time while the device is disconnected
the changed position of the dogs ii, Fig. 9, from the sewing-machine the position of the
so that the pins did may project through them. cog-wheel D becomes such that the pin a in
The pin a, Figs. 8 and 12, has been added, the shifting-plate strikes upon the lower edge
and takes the place of the rectangular pro of the adjustable stop E", instead of the part
jection on the periphery of the shifting-plate shown at n, then the blade part can be pushed
in my former device. The slota, Figs.10 and upward, the pin a released from beneath it, the
12, has also been introduced. Through this wheel restored to its proper position, and then
slot the pin bprojects. A piece of spring metal upon returning the blade part as before the
has been added, (shown in the Figs. 10 and 13.) fault is corrected.
secured to the shifting-plate by a pivot at 0, Upon the straight extremities of the slides
Fig. 13, on which it hinges. It is provided El and F is placed another adjustable stop,
with a notch, a, and a pointed projection at similar in all respects except that a hinged
2 on its side next the shifting-plate.
blade is useless, and that the blade part must
The shifting-plate is provided with a coun be attached on the opposite side of the part
tersink at 2', Fig. 12, so that after the slides embracing the slides, so that both stops E
begin to move toward the needle the catch A. and E will be in the same plane, and a little
may be sprung away from the shifting-plate, outside of that edge of the slides E and F
m
then moved on the pivot ac, and the pointed which is nearest the cog-wheel.
projection Snapped into the countersink 2. The adjustable stop E may be adjusted at
Then the catch A assumes the position as any point by means of the set-screw E. The
shown in Fig. 10, embracing and locking the stop E is adjustable solely for the purpose of
pin l'. The shifting-plate is then locked to gathering-that is, after the pin b is locked
the plate B, the change in the dogs is pre by the spring-hasp. a, as shown in Fig. 1,
vented, and the motion communicated through then, as heretofore explained, the shifting
cog-wheel D to the slides is limited to a re plate becomes a unit with the plate B, which
ciprocating motion to each rise and fall of the underlies it. The shifting-plate cannot shift
needle, and the machine gathers until the the dogs, the cog-wheel moves forward and
pin l is released by springing the catch. A backward a part of a revolution only with
away, so as to release the pin l’ from the every rise and fall of the needle-bar, and the
notch a'. The width of the gather may be slides partake of its motion. The slides are
controlled by increasing or diminishing the then drawn toward the needle by the last pin
throw of the rock-shaft through the screw B', or tooth of the rack, but are pushed from the
Fig. 3. .
needle-bar by actions of the shifting-pin ( in
Motion being imparted to the cog-wheel D. the shifting-plate (see Fig. 1) against the end,
by the means described, the said wheel feeds at n, of the adjustable stop E.
the slides forward until the motion of the
The Width of the gather can be controlled
shifting-plate is arrested by the pin a coming by varying the throw of the rock-shaft, as
in contact with one or the other of the stops hereinbefore set forth; but except when gath
E° E, which shifts the position of the shifting ering, the stop E should be so adjusted as
plate with respect to the plate or carrier B', to come in contact with the pin in the shifting
as will more fully hereinafter appear. The plate and arrest its motion when the exten
pins d d then change their position in the sion of the presser-foot through which the
slots g g/. The operating-dog is then with slides traverse comes in contact with the
drawn and the other comes into action; the shoulder e of the upper or outer slide, E'.
wheel reverses, and the slides follow, all as in Then the slides... will have approached the
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needle to the proper point for the best opera
tion of the device, and the stop E will then
be placed nearly as shown in Fig. 1.
The adjustable stop E° is also adjustable in
the same manner, but for the purpose of plait
ing only. The nearer the stop E°is set to the
stop E the narrower the plaits, which are, in
all cases, one-half the distance between the
needle and the spring-piece F., (see Fig. 1)
measured when the shifting-pin a comes in
contact with the edge in of the stop E"; or, in
other words, the position of stop E deter
mines how far the ends of the slides which
move the cloth should recede from the needle

before the motion is changed to approach the
plait.
The method by which the adjustable stops
are attached to the slides E and F may be
modified; but their adjustability should be re
tained, or the range of work of which the de
vice is capable will be very much limited.
Moreover, it is essential that they be so con

E. Half of this distance is the width of the

nected to the slides that the advance motion
which the slide IF receives before it transmits

its motion to the slide E', and which is fully
described in my former patent, be not inter
fered with, since this slight motion closes the
jaws upon the cloth, forcing it to fold and ad
vance under the needle, and also opens the
jaws, so the slides may recede from the needle
for a fresh plait without withdrawing the cloth.
The shape of the stops E°and Emay be changed
as well.
The essence of my invention in this particu
lar is to oppose at any desired point within
the limits described an obstacle to arrest the
motion of the pin a, and consequently of the

shifting-plate, and thus, through its parts, to

reverse the motion of the slides. I have de

part of plate F, as shown in Fig. 14. The bend

is then made at such a point that the lower side
of the curved part of the plate F, when passed
through the horizontal part of the slot M, is
raised about one-eighth inch above the stem of
said slot, as shown in Fig. 1. . .
Attached to the curved extremity of the
slide E', and overlapping it, is the plate E,
Fig. 2. It is of sheet metal, of the shape in
dicated more clearly in the drawing than can
be done by words, and provided with the slot
a', through which the cloth passes, and the slot
h”, to uncover and coincide with the slot seen
at F in Fig. 21. The screw-hole at a in plate
E, Fig. 20, is so placed as to coincide with the
hole aa in Fig.14, and a thumb-screw is placed
therein to connect them. The rivet l', Fig. 20,
is inserted in the stem portion of the T-shaped
slot aforesaid, and the connection is complete.
This termination E° of the slide E is substan
tially the same, though changed in form, and
has the edge ii, Fig. 20, bent upward in a lip
in the same manner and for the same purpose.
I have separated it from slide E, so that it
may be removed and a similar piece substi
tuted, having the slot ac, Fig. 20, on the other
side, so that, having substituted one piece for
the other, the operator may feed the cloth at
will, either on the right or left hand. These
different parts and their mutual relation can,
perhaps, be better understood by consulting
Figs. 1 and 3.
The slide F is made a little narrower than

slide E', as and for the purpose hereinbefore
set forth. It is provided with pins et e' (or a
rack) to engage the cog-wheel, and With the

slots did to receive the rivets in Fig. 14, all
as and for the purpose set forth. At the place
shown in Figs. 18 and 19 it is pierced with a
slot about one-eighth inch wide and about
three-fourths inch long. The extremity of this
slot should be a little less distant from the
nearest of the pins or rack than the intervals
between any two of those pins. On the same
side of the slide F as the pins or rack, and so
placed that its free end can be sprung up into

Scribed and shown in stop E°and in stop E a
cheap and effective form. Next in order of
motion come the slides E and F. The form
of slide E is more clearly shown in Fig. 14
than can be described in words. The straight
portion of the slide is the same as heretofore,
except that it is made wider than and over the slot, is a spring, of metal, having the form
laps slide Fabout one-sixteenth of an inch on shown in Fig.17, and also having its free end
each side, Figs. 1 and 18. The shoulders et bent downward in a curve, so as to project
e', Fig. 14, have been added to the slides to from the slide F to the same or a little greater
limit the approach of the slides to the needle, distance than the pins. It is permanently Se
and should be placed as shown in the draw cured to slide F by two rivets, as shown in
ing, or so that when the shoulder e' is in con Figs. 15, 16, and 18. An inspection of Fig. 1
tact with the extension a' of the presser-foot the spring F will show the arrangement quite
the needle occupies the slot F, Fig. 21. The clearly. Figs. 5 and 16 are inserted to show
curved termination M of the slide E, Figs. 14 the operation of the device. Its function is as
and 1, is entirely different. It consists of a follows: The cog-wheel D, in its motion from
lip bent upward a little less than one-fourth right to left, (see Fig. 16,) may pass beyond
inch, and at right angles, or nearly so. Be the range of the pins. The wheel may con
fore the lipis bent the extremity is pierced with tinue the motion indefinitely without injury,
a T-shaped slot, M, the stem of said slot, Fig. since it merely raises and releases the spring,
14, being about one-eighth inch wide, and the without otherwise affecting the machine; but
head or horizontal part large enough to admit as soon as the motion of the wheel is reversed
the curved extremity of the plate F, Fig. 21. (see Fig. 15) a tooth of the wheel will engage
This will require the portion which is to form the bent end of spring, which, acting as a
the lip to be a little wider (say, one-sixteenth pin or continuation of the rack, will feed the
of an inch on each side) than the adjoining cog-wheel into the rack. Thus the spring F
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acts as an escapement, and insures the ma
chine from damage from lack of skill on the
part of the operator.
The curved end of the slide F beyond (Fig.
18) the point of attachment of the spring F
is widened, as shown, to equal the slide E'. It
curves to the right, as does the slide E', coin
ciding
withitin shape, and terminates as shown
in
Fig.1.
The plate F, Fig. 21, is a rectangular piece
of metal with a curved extension, shouldered
atyy, and provided with the ears ify, cut
from the metal itself, so that while one end re
mains attached the free ends may be bent up
Ward, as shown, or in any direction, and for a
purpose hereinafter set forth.
The front edge of the plate F is provided
With a slot. This slot is almost filled with a
slip of spring metal, F, made very thin, pref.
erably of steel, riveted on the under side at a
ac, and projecting somewhat (say, one-sixteenth
inch) beyond the front edge of the plate F,
and provided with a slot having a semicircu
lar termination to permit the passage of the
needle. The function of plate F is merely to
ease the fold of the cloth under the presser
foot, and not to push it or move it in any way.
It should somewhat exceed the presser-footin
width. The front edge of plate F shouldequal
in length the lip i i of the plate EP, Fig. 20.
. The slide F is placed underneath the slide
E", (see Figs, 1 and 3,) and secured to it, as in
my former patent. The curved portion of the
plate F, Fig. 21, is then thrust through the
slot in the extremity M of slide E, Fig. 14,
up to the shouldersy y, Fig. 21. The earsy
gy, Fig. 21, are bent so that they abut against
the metal bounding the sides of said slot, so
that the plate F may not be withdrawn from its
position, yet not so close as to preventits rock

5

The fundamental principle upon which my
invention rests and its method of operation,
as far as its practical use is concerned, are un
changed.
The improvements I have described herein

all Work automatically; and, moreover, I have
hereinbefore fully described the function and

purpose and advantages of each.
I claim as new and desire to patent
1. The combination, with the lever B, or its
equivalent devices, provided with extension
B and plaiting or ruffling device and connect
ing mechanism, the said lever being adapted
to be engaged and disengaged at will from the
mechanism to be operated by the same, essen
tially as set forth.
2. The combination of the presser-foot, pro
vided with extensions, substantially as de
scribed, the rock-shaft C, and the lever B, or
its equivalents, provided with an extension
adapted to be engaged and disengaged at will .

E.ed. said rock-shaft, substantially as speci

3. The combination of the presser-foot, pro
vided with extensions aaa, the lever B, pro
vided with extension B', having thumb-screw
B', or equivalent
devices, and rock-shaft C,
substantially
as specified.
4. The combination of the plate B, having
dogs ii, spring d, and pin b”, with catch. A
and
shifting-plate A, for the purposes set forth
and described.
5. The shifting-plate A, having slots gig
and slot a, in combination with the hasp A”
and plate
B, provided with pin b, substan
tially
as specified.
6. In combination with the cog-wheel D,
plate B, having dogs ii, spring d, and pin l',
the shifting-plate A, provided with shifting
pina,
slot a, and spring-hasp A', substan
ing on the bottom of the slot. The curved end tially as specified.
of the slide E will then lie between slide E and
rack F and the adjustable stops E°
the extension of the plate F, as will clearly E",7.inThe
combination
with the wheel D, having
appear from Fig. 1.
the
shifting-plate
A,
provided with the pin
Upon consulting Fig. 1 it will be evident a', substantially as described
shown.
that when the slides move from the presser 8. The spring F, acting asand
an escapement
foot the curved end of slide F (that slide mov or extra tooth, in combination with a cog
ing a short distance before it communicates
and slide F, substantially as set forth
its motion to slide E', as in my former patent) wheel,D,
and specified.
approaches slide E', and leaves the curved end
of the plate F free, so that it (F) may slip 9. The slide F, provided with a rack, e, and

easily over the cloth; but when the motion of
the slides, for the same reason, changes, the
curved end of slide F moves away from the
slide E and comes in contact with curved
end of the plate F. Said plate then turns
upon the loweredge of the slot in the extremity
M' of the slide E' as a fulcrum, and the cloth
is sewed between it and the plate E°. The lip
ifolds it upward, and it is drawn up to the
needle to be sewed down.

I have now clearly described the different
changes in my invention, distinguishing the

old from the new,

having the slot F and the spring F.
10. The slide E, provided with the lip M,
and having the slot M, in combination with
plate F and slide F, provided with a rack,
as described.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing im
provements in gathering and plaiting attach
ments for sewing-machines, as above described,
I have hereunto set my hand this 7th day of

January, 1878.
Witnesses:

LANSING ONDERDONK,

CHARLEs H. DUELL,

HAMILTON B. TOMPKINS.

